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Ukrainian month of school libraries
The motto of the library month this year was «School library is for the healthy way of life».
To have strong health among children is an actual aspect in our society. Today people have many
illnesses, so we have to find all possible things to teach our pupils to save their health.
Thus, our school library joined to the solving this problem such as library is always called as a
drugstore where everyone can be treated by a word or by a book.
This year the aims of the library month were to show pupils how to use nature, what
environmental problems we have and how to avoid them and remind the abilities to keep fit.
We organized such events:
-

Replenishment the librarian fund with different documents as for making practical skills
to value the health.

-

Advertising literature about healthy life style.

-

Organizations some literature exhibitions:
«Healthy way of life in Ukrainian traditions», «Useless habits: mirage and reality»,
«Health or a cigarette», «The alphabet of beauty and cheerfulness» «You should know
about the AIDS», «Steps to HEALTH», «Whether to be healthy is your decision», «Sport.
Sport. Sport»

-

Making up the list of recommendations what literature to read.

-

Co-work with teachers and their pupils in different competitions, games, tournaments.

Moral part of our genesis is very important for a child`s growing. Children need to develop
harmoniously, to have fun and to get good knowledge. That`s why there is a school club «Live,
BOOK! » in our school. The members of this club organize different events for pupils with
pleasure. In October they hold the holiday «Travelling to the fairy tails » for the 2-A and 2-B
forms. Junior pupils had great fun, found out how to use books and borrowed their first books
themselves.
Our library always supports all projects which lead to the process of making youth`s health for
better.

